RESEARCH AWARDS and OTHER FUNDING – Bartlett / Integrative Science

• 1990 – 2010

SSHRC (Social Science and Humanities Research Council) of Canada
SSHRC Canada Research Chair
- 2002-2009 (7 year grant): total $1,400,000 [Bartlett = Chair Holder]
- 2009-2015 (7 year renewal): total $1,400,000 [Bartlett = Chair Holder]

SSHRC Standard Operating
- 2004-2007 (3 year grant): total $246,00 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]

SSHRC-CURA
- 2009 (Phase 1): total $20,000 [Bartlett = Principal Applicant, with two Co-Applicants: Tim Bernard and Richard MacKinnon]
- 2000 (Phase 1): total $5,000 [E. Bernard/Bartlett = Applicant/Writer]
- 1999 (Phase 1): total $5,000 [S. Kavanagh/Bartlett = Applicant/Writer]

SSHRC-Strategic Research Networks in Education and Training
- 1996 (Phase 1): total $5,000 [G. McIntyre/Bartlett = Applicant/Writer]

CIHR (Canadian Institutes of Health Research)
CIHR Network Environments of Aboriginal Health Research (NEAHR)
- 2010-2012 (2 year grant): approx. $1,000,000 [Bartlett = one Principal Applicant among others with Fred Wien at Dalhousie Univ as Nominated Principal Applicant]
- 2007-2010 (3 year grant): total $1,748,001 [Bartlett = one Co-Applicant among others with Fred Wien at Dalhousie University as Nominated Principal Applicant]

CIHR Community-based Aboriginal Research
- 2003-2006 (3 year grant): total $222,000 [Bartlett = Principal Investigator, with four Co-Applicants: John Jacono, Lawrence Kirmayer, Patrick McGrath, Sherry Steward,]

NSERC (Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council) of Canada
NSERC Standard Operating
- 1998-2001 (3 year grant): total $42,900 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]
- 1998 (4th year of previous grant): total $13,000 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]
- 1993-1997 (3 years of 4 year grant): total $51,384 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]
- 1990-1993 (3 year grant): total $54,000 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]

NSERC Equipment
- 1990: total $29,108 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]

NSERC Atlantic Discretionary
- 2007 (1 year): total $10,000 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]

NSERC PromoScience
- 2000-2003 (3 year grant): total $30,000 [E. Bernard/Bartlett = Applicant/Writer]
OTHER AGENCIES
Atlantic Aboriginal Health Research Program
  • 2010-2011 (1 year grant): total $30,000 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]

IWK Health Centre Foundation
  • 2004-2006 (2 year grant): total $60,000 [Bartlett = Principal Applicant]

Nova Scotia Health Research Foundation
  • 2004 (1 year): total $5,000 [Bartlett = Principal Applicant]

Mounted Police Foundation
  • 2005-2006 (2 awards): total $7,500 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]

Sable Offshore Energy, Inc.
  • 2000-2001: total $160,000 [Bartlett = Sole Applicant]

INFRASTRUCTURE
Canadian Foundation for Innovation
  • 2003/04: totals $125,000 + $75,000 [Bartlett = Canada Research Chair Holder]

Nova Scotia Research Innovation Trust Fund
  • 2003: total $125,000 [Bartlett = Canada Research Chair Holder]